Elite Total Cover™

ELITE
Elite Total Cover™

The Elite Total Cover system is as it’s name suggests Total. Totally sealing out dirt, dust, pollen and leaves.
Elite Custom Fit
Total Cover™
10 Year limited warranty

Established 1989

SECURITY/
DEBRIS COVERS

CALL NOW
08 9240 2262 Toll Free 1300 136 696
sales@poolcovers.com.au
www.elitepoolcovers.com.au

A Clean, Warm and Secure Pool
The Elite Total CoverTM range provides not just a secure
pool but an economical cover solution for virtually any
size & shape pool. Even a pool with a feature rock edge
can be covered.
Saves Lives
The Elite Total CoverTM has the strength to support the
weight of a child or pet in an emergency - proving
the quality and strength of materials used for the Elite
Total CoverTM.
Saves Cleaning
The Elite Total CoverTM is a total cover (not just mesh)
that seals out dirt, dust, pollen and leaves.
Saves Heat
The Elite Total CoverTM acts as a solar collector,
absorbing the sun’s energy on 100% of your pool’s
surface. This gives you the potential temperature
increase of as much as 6-8˚C (PVC only).

Factory Showroom 10 Cressall Road, Balcatta
Disclaimer: Children must not be left unattended around swimming pools without strict adult
supervision even with a security cover fitted. Security/Debris covers do not guarantee the safety
of children or pets around swimming pools. Users of security covers must read and abide by
the maintenance and warnings instructions supplied with the cover.

Established 1989

Super MeshTM Covers

Everyone knows how much work is involved in maintaining
a pool. On average you can spend up to 9 months a year
cleaning, vacuuming your pool & only enjoy 3-4 months use.
What’s more of a concern is when you have children and
pets - then you need that extra set of eyes at the back of
your head to ensure their safety.
Well don’t despair! Elite has the solution for you.
Established 1989

When you’re not swimming, simply cover your pool with the
Elite Super MeshTM cover and put not just your pool, but
your worries, concerns and chores to bed.

For peace of mind and lots of free
time, it’s the Elite Super MeshTM cover

For peace of mind and lots of free time
it’s the Elite Super MeshTM Cover

Custom made to neatly fit your pool

Elite Super MeshT10 Year Limited Warranty

Security
Your Elite Super MeshTM cover has the strength to support
the weight of a small child or pet in an emergency, giving
you peace of mind.

Self Cleaning
With Elite’s super smooth surface fabric, you’ll find
whatever debris lands or blows onto the tight Super MeshTM
cover will simply blow off again, or as a worst scenario you simply sweep it off yourself.

Flush mounted anchors
Your Elite cover system is virtually invisible when removed, only
leaving a hole the size of a drinking straw in the pool surround so no stubbed toes or unsightly fasteners with Elite quality covers.

Easy To Use
Whether your choice is to use your Elite Super MeshTM cover
all year round or for just winter, the cover is very easy to
remove & replace.
Simply slack off the clip (much like a belt buckle) and
remove the stainless steel pin, that’s approximately 3-5
minutes on an average pool to remove completely.
Covers can also be put onto our stationary or mobile rollers
for even easier use, and all covers come with a storage bag

Saves Lives

• Save a life - has the strength to support
the weight of a small child or pet in an
emergency

Saves Cleaning
• A clean pool all year round
• What blows on just blows off Just cover and forget

Saves Cleaning
• Helps stop evaporation
• Saves chemicals too! (Up to 50%)
• Saves precious water - (Up to 10,000 litres per month)

